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Core Values
Everyone – regardless of race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, age, nationality, religion,
disability, or socioeconomic status – is welcomed, valued, and respected within our group.
Each individual is valued for their different perspectives and the different paths they took to
arrive here, as well as the different paths they take when they leave. Each individual’s
cultural norms or standards will be respected, and we will not expect anyone to assimilate to
white, heteronormative standards. We believe that everyone has something unique to
contribute to the group.
We will celebrate successes, and at the same time, we will recognize that we are all here to
learn and part of learning involves making mistakes. We aim to separate the mistakes from
the people making them and to collectively learn from them. Respectful dialogue is expected
at all times. We feel empowered to speak up when a community member isn’t upholding
these core values. We are all here to learn, grow, thrive, and support each other.
We value teaching, mentoring, and outreach activities aimed at encouraging the next
generation of scientists to be successful.
We value teamwork and collaboration. The quality of the science we produce is more
important than the quantity of results. We aim to use our time, resources, and skills to
perform research with integrity and to benefit society.

Additional Resources
(The following resources were assembled in Summer 2020 by the McNeil Group.)
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

“White Privilege: Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack” by Peggy McIntosh
“Walking While Black” by Garnette Cadogan
“The White Space” by Elijah Anderson
“The Disturbing Return of Scientific Racism” by Angela Saini
NY Times videos: “A conversation on race.”
The Michigan League 21-day Racial Equity Challenge
Bystander Intervention and Conflict De-escalation in the Workplace training by Hollaback!
“Interrupt the Systems” Robin DiAngelo on “White Fragility” and Anti-racism on Life Kit
“Unlocking Us” with Brene Brown with Ibram X. Kendi on How to be an Antiracist.”
“Unequal Opportunity Race” by Kimberle Crenshaw and Luke Harris
“Patent Racism” on Planet Money
“Uncovering the Greenwood Massacre, Nearly a Century Later” on 60 Minutes
“The Danger of a Single Story” by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie
“This Land is Your Land” by Crooked Media
“The Urgency of Intersectionality” by Kimberle Crenshaw
“The Diversity–Innovation Paradox in Science” by McFarland et al.
“The Pressure to Assimilate” by Montrai Spikes
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Your Health & Well-Being
(Adapted with permission from Jen Heemstra)

Philosophy
We are all here to grow as scientists & people by pursuing ambitious research goals. However,
this goal should not come at the cost of your health and well-being. Your mental and physical
health are the most important consideration in all that you do while in our lab. Moreover,
success should not come at the cost of maintaining your interests/hobbies or healthy
relationships in your life. You are more likely to be successful if you take care of yourself and
give time to the things outside of work that matter to you. Below are some general guidelines
but every situation is unique, and Anne is always open to discussion, so don’t hesitate to ask.
Mental and physical health concerns
If you are not feeling well, either physically or mentally, take the time off you need to seek
out help. If you have an acute situation that requires help, take the day (or a few days) off
with no questions asked. If you are going to be out for more than 3 days or miss a group
meeting, give Anne a heads up so that she knows you are okay – no need to give details, it is
sufficient to Slack and say that you have a “personal health emergency.” If you need to take
more substantial amounts of time off, you can work with Anne and the department to
facilitate this absence. Being an undergraduate, grad student, or postdoc is stressful. We all
care about you and are here to support you – just let us know how we can help.
●

For help contact: Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS) at (734)764-8312 or the
University Health Service (UHS) at (734)764-8320. For confidential support related to
sexaul assault call (734)936-3333.

Personal emergencies
Chances are that a life situation will arise during your time in our lab. In these situations, the
top priority is taking care of yourself and dealing with the situation. Communicate with Anne
to let her know that you are dealing with something and approximately how much time you
will need off. You can share as much or as little detail as you feel comfortable with. These
situations are inherently stressful, so also make sure you are taking care of yourself and
getting help if needed.
Work-life integration
I want you to push your limits to explore what you are capable of. The key is to know when to
give yourself a break or some time off. Similar to playing sports, you advance by pushing out
of your comfort zone, but if you push too hard you end up injured and stuck on the sidelines.
Managing your motivation and work habits while integrating interests and commitments
outside of work is a key self-leadership skill that will serve you well throughout your career,
and now is a great time to build that skill.
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Work Expectations
Your success in graduate school is not correlated with the number of hr/wk that you work,
but how well you use the time you have (approx. 5 years). Just physically being in the lab is
not enough, you need to focus your time and effort when in the lab on experiments (and
readings) that move the project forward and your learning.
A good general guideline to keep in mind is that your project and your learning should move
forward each day. To accomplish this task, you should set daily goals for your research
project and for your own intellectual growth, and check in with those goals at the end of each
day. Some goals should be experiment-based, but some goals should also involve reading the
literature to learn more about an important aspect of your project.
Try to avoid being in a materials- or equipment-limited world. You should get into the habit
of planning far enough ahead so that you don’t have to wait for a chemical or piece of
equipment to arrive. Similarly, bringing up starting materials should not be a daily goal,
rather it should be happening in the background. Your daily goals should always include key
experiments where the results intellectually move the project forward.
Weekly goals can also be helpful, along with monthly goals, although keep in mind that these
are more projections than goals, and they may change as new results are acquired. Frequent
“research direction” meetings with Anne can also be helpful, especially when unexpected
results throw a wrench into your weekly or monthly plan.
Other really useful tips and strategies to monitor “how well” you are doing can be found in
the self-evaluation document on our group website. By the time you graduate, you should be
able to answer “yes” (or equiv) to all the questions in that document. The self-eval can serve
as a great “to-do” list for your own professional growth.
Vacations: Each graduate student/post-doc is allotted 21 days of vacation per calendar year
(Jan-Dec). This number does not include holidays (e.g., Labor Day). Note that sick days do NOT
count as a vacation day. Rotation students are exempt from this policy during their rotation
period. When you join the lab, the number of vacation days will be prorated based on the date.
To keep track of everyone's dates, there is a shared Google calendar. You should write your
initials on the date(s) you will be taking off AND what vacation day that is for you (e.g., 10/21).
Vacation days can roll over into the next calendar year.
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Lab Safety
General
●

Make sure you complete the UM-OSHA Comprehensive Laboratory Safety Training
course and read the Chemistry Department Safety Manual before initiating research.
Upload a copy of your completion certificate to the McNeil Group “Shared Drive”
Safety Folder prior to starting lab work.

●

Make sure you read and sign all lab-relevant SOPs (binder in kitchen).

●

Make sure that you complete the safety checklist (next page) and send a signed copy
(PDF) to Anne before beginning research. Upload a copy onto the McNeil Group
“Shared Drive” Safety Folder as well.

●

Notify the group safety officers AND Anne immediately if you have been injured or
spilled a toxic, caustic, or flammable compound.

●

Lab coats and safety glasses must be worn when doing work, either at your bench,
hood, or sink OR if you are talking/standing next to someone who is working at the
bench, hood, or sink. If you see someone working without a lab coat and/or safety
glasses, please remind them of the appropriate personal protective equipment needed
for working in the lab. If the problem persists, please notify Anne.

●

Open-toed shoes and shorts/skirts (without leggings) cannot be worn in the lab.

●

Headphones (even single-ear wearing) are not allowed in the lab.

●

Notify group members when you are leaving for the night. This habit helps to ensure
that nobody is working alone!

●

For additional safety resources, please consult the “safety information” section of the
group website.
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Guidelines for a Safe Working Area
Bench and Hood Area
●

Your workspace should not be cluttered. You must be able to place a new
vial/flask/beaker on your bench. All reagent and solution bottles must be clearly
labeled without use of chemical abbreviations.

●

Nothing can be hanging off the edge of benches or shelves. Flammable solvents and
reagents cannot be located within 18” of the ceiling.

●

No objects can be within the back 4” of your hood unless it is on a shelf. Check that all
water, air and N2 lines are secured with copper wire. Ensure all tubing and power
cords are free of defects.

●

All chemical waste must be clearly labeled with no chemical abbreviations and dated.
Chemical waste should be capped when not in use. Glass containers containing
chemical waste within 4’ of a drain must be in a secondary container.

Instrument Room and Shared Space
●

If you are responsible for an instrument that generates chemical waste, ensure that
the waste bottle is properly labeled, dated, placed in a secondary container and has
an appropriate cap.

●

Claim any chemicals left in the balance area and return them to the proper place.

Emergencies
Call the Department of Public Safety by dialing 911 from a campus phone or 734-763-1131
from a cell phone. Call Chris Peters (Departmental Lab Safety) at 734-763-4527 or
chrpeter@umich.edu or Tracy Stevenson (Departmental Lab Safety) at 734-764-7316 or
steventi@umich.edu.
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Lab Entry Checklist
Please complete the following checklist with the group safety officer, and return a signed, scanned copy as a pdf
file to Anne before beginning to work in the lab. Also upload a copy to the McNeil Group “Shared Drive” Safety
Folder.

❏ I have received safety glasses and a lab coat and agree to wear them at all times when in lab. I
am aware of acceptable clothing to wear in lab.
❏ I am aware of the location and operation of the safety shower, eye wash, fire extinguisher,
blast shield, and fire alarm in ALL of the group laboratory rooms.
❏ I am aware of the University of Michigan chemical hygiene plan and the group-specific hygiene
plan, and have read and signed all SOPs and I have become familiarized with their contents.
❏ I have completed the OSHA safety training. (And any relevant COVID-safety training.)
❏ I am aware of emergency phone numbers and department contact numbers in the event of an
accident, chemical spill, or other emergency.
❏ I know how to access MSDS (material safety data sheets), and I will refer to these if I have any
questions about the safe handling of any reagent.
❏ I have access to the McNeil Group OneNote lab notebook and I am aware of the lab protocols
for keeping complete and accurate records of my research.
❏ I will conduct my research with honesty and integrity and will not intentionally fabricate or
misrepresent any scientific data.
❏ I have viewed the group job list and will consult the appropriate person before using any
equipment for which I have not yet received proper training.
❏ I will maintain a safe and clean work environment, will properly label and dispose of hazardous
materials, and will safely store and handle all chemical reagents.
❏ I will be properly trained (i.e., read the SOP and talk to an experienced user) before handling
any new (to you) compounds.
❏ I will seek advice from experienced group members about all new procedures, and I will consult
with Anne if any procedure poses a potential safety concern.
❏ I will consult with Anne on any issue that poses a safety concern. If I see an unsafe operation
being conducted, I will ask the coworker to correct the problem, and I will consult with Anne if
the problem persists or is repeated.
❏ I agree to all of the above items.
_____________________
__________________________
Name (printed)
Name (signed)

_____________________
Date
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Group Policies
Group Collaborations
Collaborations are a vital part of the scientific enterprise. In the McNeil Group, members are
encouraged to participate in both external collaborations (within and/or outside of the
Michigan department) as well as internal collaborations (group members working together on
related projects). There are many benefits to these collaborations. Oftentimes, the project’s
timeline can be expedited when multiple people are working together. In addition, your
collaborators can give research projects added areas of expertise and new directions.
When you agree to engage in a collaborative project, you are committing to providing the
collaborator with the highest possible quality of materials. The group policy is that with each
sample you must provide (as a PDF file) the notebook page that corresponds to the exact
procedure used to make the sample, a copy of the 1 H NMR spectrum of that sample, the yield
and estimated purity, and any other relevant characterization data (e.g., the GPC for
polymers or elemental analysis for Ni complexes). It is imperative that all lab members
conform to the above criteria to ensure a productive collaboration. Also, you should cc Anne
on ALL communications with collaborators, no matter how small the detail or communication.

Group Meetings
Research group meetings occur every week. (See the McNeil Group “Shared Drive” Group
Meeting Schedule folder for the schedule.)
Each member of the presenting subgroup has 10–15 min to present something that they want
to discuss. Students should think carefully about how to use this time. Do you want us to help
you troubleshoot an experiment? Do you need help with planning what experiments to do
next? Do you want a second opinion on your data analysis and interpretation? Do you think
your project should switch directions? Or do you just want to update us on your latest
findings? Then the student should craft a short (but polished) slide presentation with all
necessary information to accomplish their goal. A few general guidelines: All experiments
should be accompanied by the notebook page and with a chemdraw scheme and literature
references. All data should be processed as if publishing it, (do not post raw data), and the
analysis should be clearly depicted using ChemDraw and Illustrator/Photoshop.
In addition, each week 2-3 students will have an individual meeting with Anne. Once or twice
a year, the group will go off-site for a retreat where everyone will give a formal research
presentation.
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Public Presentations of Research
All forms of public research presentations, whether conference talks, posters, or published
papers are a reflection of the entire research group and therefore must be approved by Anne
2 days in advance of their presentation.

Rotation Students
Rotation students should plan to work at least 20 hrs per week in the lab. At the end of the
semester, rotation students will present a 30 min formal presentation on their work to the
group.

Undergraduate Researchers
All undergraduates are expected to work 3 h/credit-hour and can only perform research if a
graduate student or post-doc is also in the lab. The undergraduates are expected to attend
and participate in all group meetings.

Data Storage: McNeil Group Shared Drive
After joining the group you should set up some space on the McNeil Group “Shared Drive” to
store all data, publications, presentations, and candidacy- and thesis-related documents.
Please create separate sub-folders for “processed data”, “presentations”, “publications”,
“candidacy”, and “thesis”.

Slack
Slack is a cloud-based app that we use for all group communication. All students should join
our Slack team “McNeil Group” when you start. Channels should be used to send messages to
large groups of people. For example, the “conjugated polymers” channel sends a message to
everyone in that subgroup, whereas messages posted to the “random” channel go to
everyone. Slack can also be used to send direct (private) messages to anyone in the group,
including Anne. You can also start “conversations” with several people at any time by
creating a direct message to more than one person. Slack should be used for all file sharing as
well, you can upload/download, share via Google drive, etc. One really nice feature of Slack
is that both the files and messages are text searchable.
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Lab Notebook (OneNote) Guidelines
General
●

The McNeil Group shares a single OneNote Notebook called “McNeil Lab - General”.

●

Ask Anne to initiate your notebook within the group one. Create a new “notebook”
section for yourself and then create sub-sections for each project you have. Assign
each notebook a different number.

●

Each notebook should have as it’s first page a graphical TOC with hyperlinks to the
experiment pages.

●

Label each experiment with your initials, notebook #, and page #.

●

Every experiment you do MUST be accompanied by an entry in your lab notebook.

●

Every experiment you report in your paper & SI MUST be accompanied by an entry in
your lab notebook.
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●

If you repeat a procedure, record it as a new experiment and refer to the experiment
for the procedure. However you MUST record the quantities of starting materials and
yields for products in the new experiment, even if it is identical. If anything else is
different, workup conditions, chromatography conditions, etc, record these changes as
well.

●

Make sure to include the time at which you start the experiment as well as when you
finish it. If you work on the experiment over multiple days, record a new date for each
part of the experiment on the same notebook page.

●

Record every action and observation. The more detail you provide, the easier it will be
for you (or someone else) to learn from and reproduce your work. Use past tense to
describe the experiments.

●

Record masses based on the accuracy of the balance.

●

If the NMR spectrum is impure and you have to re-purify, report a new yield that
corresponds to the purified product. For the supporting information, you should report
the yield that matches the final, pure product, not a previous impure fraction.

●

Indicate in your notebook the spectra name and date acquired for all data relating to
that experiment.

●

Record the source of each reagent (lab notebook page or commercial supplier), the
date opened and the batch number (if purchased).

●

Record the actual quantities added to the accuracy of the instrument you used to
measure it. For example, if you intended to add 10 g and you weighed out 10.230 g –
record the 10.230 g. If you prefer, you can have two columns in your notebook – one
listing the amount you plan to add and one listing the amount you actually add. But
you MUST have the amount you actually added, as well as calculations that match the
moles, equivalents, etc of the other reagents.

●

If you decide that for one reason or another you donʼt think the data obtained is valid,
note this in your notebook and state your reasoning. For example, “There was
significant quenching of the monomer during the polymerization as evidenced by the
IR signal corresponding to this by-product.”

●

Read pages 92-98 in the “At the Bench” laboratory manual located in our group
library.
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●

Save all spectra and original data labeled with an identifier that corresponds to the
page number in your notebook. In addition, upload the original data file into your
notebook.

●

Keep your electronic notebook up to date! At the end of each week try to make sure
all data files have been uploaded and the notebook entries have been documented.
Consistent notebook-keeping is an essential part of being a scientist!

●

We should be able to find this data after you have graduated. You must upload all your
supporting data files into the shared drive before you leave.

Summary
Ultimately, your electronic lab notebook, collections of spectra and other data, and the
supporting information documents are the most important things you will prepare as a
scientist during your PhD. You should take pride in these items and spend the time to prepare
a solid foundation to support your claims. This documentation can and will be used to verify
that indeed these experiments were run and that the results are as you claim. If there are
errors in these records, then it can call into question deeper issues ranging from carelessness,
negligence, to scientific fraud. These can result in serious consequences, including getting
expelled from the PhD program. Do not take these issues lightly!

Collecting and Archiving Scientific Data
Uncertainty in Measurements – Significant Figures
All measurements have some level of uncertainty. Significant figures include all the digits you
are certain about PLUS one additional uncertain digit. See attached discussion. Note that our
balances are uncertain in the last digit you can read.
Counting Significant Figures
Leading zeros are not significant. 0.008 has one significant figure
Captive zeros are significant. 1.02 has three significant figures
Trailing zeros are significant. 40.00 has four significant figures
Rules for Rounding
In a series of calculations, carry the extra digits through to the final result and then round. If
the digit to be removed is less than 5, the preceding digit does not change. (1.33 = 1.3) If the
digit to be removed is greater than 5, the preceding digit goes up by one. (1.36 = 1.4) Only
look at the first number to the right of the significant figure. (4.348 = 4.3) If the digit is 5,
then round to the closest even number. (1.35 = 1.4 and 1.65 = 1.6)
Calculations and Significant Figures
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For multiplication and division, the answer should have the same number of significant figures
as the least precise measurement. (4.56 x 1.4 = 6.4) For addition or subtraction, the answer
should have the same number of decimal places as the least precise measurement. (12.1 +
1.103 = 13.2)
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Advice for Running Reactions
●

For a great reference on synthesis and lab techniques, check out the “Not Voodoo”
website
by
Alison
Frontier
(University
of
Rochester)
at
http://chem.chem.rochester.edu/~nvd/. See also, “The Laboratory Companion” by
Gary S. Coyne and John S. Wiley and “Advanced Practical Organic Chemistry” by J.
Leonard, B. Lygo, and G. Procter. See also, senior members of our research group.

●

Start with pure reagents and chemicals. See “Purification of Laboratory Chemicals” by
Armarego and Chai for detailed information on how to purify common reagents and
solvents. Garbage In = Garbage Out!

●

Run reactions on a small scale the first time (~100 mg or less!). After you have worked
out the reaction conditions and purification procedure you can scale up. Do not scale
up a reaction more than 3-fold of your previous successful attempt.

●

Monitor your reactions by TLC. You can supplement TLC with GC analysis, crude NMR
spectra, and IR. None of these techniques are a substitute for TLC.

●

Always work up reactions immediately upon completion.

● Take the time to identify by-products the first time through a synthesis.
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Labeling and Storing Compounds
●

Label all vials with a structure AND the notebook page number. Use a small white label
and attach to the vial with reinforced clear tape. Sharpie’s do not last the test of
time!

●

Store all synthesized materials in small disposable vials with screwcaps. Please do not
store any compound in an expensive flask with ground glass joints.

●

Indicate the amount of material inside the vial on the screwcap (e.g., 52 mg).

●

Store all synthesized compounds either near your bench or in your assigned shared
refrigerator. Do not store your compounds on the group chemical cabinets or in the
group refrigerator.
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Searching and Reading the Literature
Searching the past literature
Reaxys
Excellent resource when searching for specific chemical reactions & conditions.
SciFinder Scholar
This program is web-based and used whenever you want to find out how to do a specific
synthetic transformation. For more information, refer to “Information Retrieval: SciFinder
and SciFinder Scholar” by Damon D. Ridley, Wiley, 2002.
ISI Web of Science
There are several very useful functions of this website.
A. Cited References Search
Use this search to find all articles that cite a key paper. This search is especially useful
because you can also find articles that cite the paper that cited your key paper!
B. General Topic Search
Use the “and” command to link two concepts and use “*” to expand. For example, if
you want to search for fluorescent polymers, but also want to include any search where
“fluorescence” is also used. Your search command would read “fluor* and polymer.”
C. Author Search
Use this search to find all articles published by an author. You can then refine this
search using keywords, dates, or document type, etc.
Note that both search engines allow you to refine your results by narrowing the list and by
analyzing the list. For example, if you are searching for a starting material, you can refine
your SciFinder result list by “commercial availability.” Or if you are searching for articles
with a name like John Smith, you can refine by first analyzing the “institution type” and then
only select those articles by John Smith at University of Michigan. Other useful tools include
Wikipedia, Google, Google Scholar, “Comprehensive Organic Transformations” by Larock, and
eROS (encyclopedia of reagents for organic synthesis.)
Google
This search engine can provide a useful starting point for any literature search.
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Reading the Current Literature
Keeping up with the current literature is essential to becoming an independent and successful
scientist. You should dedicate several hours per week to browsing the latest issues of key
journals (to gain breadth) and reading the important articles in your field (to gain depth). My
advice is to sign-up for receiving the latest articles either via email or RSS feeds or
topic-specific searches.
Google Scholar
Google Scholar alerts to keep abreast of papers in your field.
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How to Write a Conference Abstract
The following advice was excerpted (and edited) from “How to write a scientific abstract in
six easy steps.”
1. Introduction. In one sentence, what’s the topic? Phrase it in a way that your reader
will understand. The readers are others in your field, so they know the background
work, but want to know specifically what topic your paper covers.
2. State the problem you tackle. What’s the key research question? Again, in one
sentence. Remember, your first sentence introduced the overall topic, so now you can
build on that, and focus on one key question within that topic. If you can’t summarize
your presentation in one key question, then you don’t yet understand what you’re
trying to present. Keep working at this step until you have a single, concise (and
understandable) question.
3. Summarize (in one sentence) why nobody else has adequately answered the
research question yet. The trick is not to try and cover all the various ways in which
people have tried and failed; the trick is to explain that there’s this one particular
approach that nobody else tried yet (hint: it’s the thing that your research does). But
here you’re phrasing it in such a way that it’s clear it’s a gap in the literature. So use
a phrase such as “previous work has failed to address…”.
4. Explain, in one sentence, how you tackled the research question. What’s your big
new idea?
5. In one sentence, how did you go about doing the research that follows from your
big idea. Did you run experiments? This is likely to be the longest sentence, but don’t
overdo it – we’re still looking for a sentence that you could read aloud without having
to stop for breath. Remember, the word ‘abstract’ means a summary of the main ideas
with most of the detail left out.

6. As a single sentence, what’s the key impact of your research? Here we’re not
looking for the outcome of an experiment. We’re looking for a summary of the
implications. What’s it all mean? Why should other people care? What can they do with
your research?
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Sample Abstract
(Note: Anne submitted this actual abstract in 2009 for a CERMACS invited talk. It follows
quite closely to the format described on the previous page. Use this sample as a guide.
Numbers were added to indicate which “how to” is relevant.)
(1) Conjugated polymers are the principal components in emerging technologies due to their
beneficial properties, including the ability to synthetically tune the optical and electronic
character, their low materials cost, and their facile deposition using solution processing. (2)
Recent studies have shown that the nanoscale organization in polymer films may be as
important as the π-conjugation in terms of device performance. (3) Surprisingly, there have
been few studies aimed at controlling these phase separation processes, in part due to the
limited number of polymer architectures available. (4) Recent reports of controlled
chain-growth synthesis of π-conjugated polymers using nickel and palladium catalysts have
revitalized the search for new materials with specific thermodynamic and optoelectronic
properties. (5) This talk will highlight our efforts towards a mechanistic understanding of
these chain-growth polymerizations, their utilization in the syntheses of new π-conjugated
copolymers with unique microstructures, and (6, sort of) the implications for their use in
emerging technologies.
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The Paper Writing Process
Stage 1
Before drafting any manuscript, you should compose an outline. Schedule a meeting with
Anne to outline the tentative paper. Come prepared with a comprehensive outline.

Stage 2
Download the appropriate journal template and begin writing. You have (at most) four rounds
of revisions, where Anne provides comments on your writing either on paper or electronically.
Use your judgement, then, about when the first draft is polished enough to send along. (Be
sure to have a senior/experienced student read your first draft and provide comments before
sending to Anne.) After four rounds of revision, Anne will “take over” and finish it up. The
goal is for you to improve your writing each time so that your next manuscript’s first draft
starts at the level where you left off. During this time, you should also be compiling the
necessary supporting information file. Please see the guidelines in this manual and use other
SI files from the group as reference. Again, use your peers for feedback before sending the
first drafts to Anne. Please DO NOT use any reference manager to insert your references.
Instead, use MS Word “insert” and “endnote” or “insert” and “cross-reference.”

Stage 3
At this point, Anne is polishing the text and figures, and may request additional figures or
data (i.e., experiments). The most useful thing you as an author can do is help with
identifying appropriate references and performing exhaustive and comprehensive searches. In
addition, it is at this point that the SI file should be sent out for group edit.

Stage 4
The manuscript will go through a group edit, usually with Anne incorporating the final changes
and getting ready for submission. The SI file should be finalized and ready for submission.
Anne will draft the cover letter and ask you for suggested reviewers.

Stage 5
Most papers these days go through at least 1 round of revision. For your first paper, Anne will
handle the revisions while sharing the information and process with you. If this is not your
first paper, you will have a chance to draft the response to reviewers and revision cover
letter.
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How to Write a Good Paper
– Titles –
The following information was drawn from a group exercise that took place in May 2019. We
took a recent issue of ACS Macro Lett and individually voted on whether we liked each title,
commenting on what we liked or didn’t like about them. Then we came to a consensus on
what makes a good paper title, and what to avoid.

Good Titles…
●
●
●

we can understand exactly what was done
are short (~10 words)
contain action words (e.g., predicting, tuning, etc.)

Bad Titles…
●
●
●
●
●
●

contain unnecessary words (e.g., synthesis, properties, design, toward, use in, etc.)
are too long (>15 words)
hard to tell what is new or interesting
have too little information
use unfamiliar acronyms
force fit catchy terms (e.g., “keep xx on track”)

Examples of Good Titles…
●
●

Influence of Counterion Structure on Conductivity of Polymerized Ionic Liquids
Predicting Monomers for Use in Aqueous Ring-Opening Metathesis
Polymerization-Induced Self-Assembly
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– Abstracts/TOC Graphics –
The following information was drawn from a group exercise that took place in May 2019. We
took the most read articles on ACS Macro Lett and individually voted on whether we liked
each abstract/TOC combination, commenting on what we liked or didn’t like about them.
Then we came to a consensus on what makes a good paper abstract, and what to avoid.

Good Abstracts…
●
●
●

contain three sections: impact/importance, methods, key results/conclusions
are self-contained, the conclusions address/fill in the gap mentioned earlier
follow the 6-sentence abstract guidelines, with slight expansion if needed

Bad Abstracts…
●
●
●
●

contain raw experimental data
contain a lot of technical jargon and acronyms/abbreviations
use strong words that are a matter of opinion (excellent, versatile, synergy)
have too much of one thing (e.g., introduction)

Good TOC Graphics…
●

present a single take-home message in cartoon format

Bad TOC Graphics…
●
●
●
●

overly complex with multiple take-home messages
use actual data plots that require one to take the time to interpret
contain neon green or other offensive colors
are too technical (e.g., photos of polymers before/after stretching with ruler)

Example of a good Abstract & TOC Graphics… (link)
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– Introductions –
The following information was drawn from two group exercises that took place in June 2019.
We took a recent issue of Macromolecules (full papers) and ACS Macro Letters
(communications) and individually voted on whether we liked each introduction, commenting
on what we liked or didn’t like about them. We also analyzed the “sections” that were
common amongst most introductions and their order. Then we came to a consensus on what
makes a good introduction, and what to avoid.

Good Introductions…
●

●
●

have these basic sections
○ a big picture background (4-5 sentences) ending with a grand challenge (or gap)
in the field
○ a narrower picture background (5-10 sentences) that focuses the reader on
what work/approaches have been done by us and others to address this grand
challenge
○ a clear “gap” sentence that focuses the reader on what this paper is trying to
address
○ a brief description of what this paper did (e.g., what system you studied, 3–4
sentences) along with an explanation of why you chose this system (3–4
sentences)
○ then a brief summary of 1-2 main results/take-home message (keep it simple
and avoid data, 2-4 sentences)
○ a one-sentence implications statement about how this work will impact others
contain 1 simplified figure/scheme
clearly explain all key concepts that are necessary to understand the work/context
without getting into the nitty gritty details

Bad Introductions…
●
●
●
●
●

have too long of any of the above sections
are missing one or more of the above sections
include equations and undefined concepts (e.g., epitaxy)
have too many gap statements
go back and forth between sections

Example of a Good Introduction (full paper)… (link)
Example of a Good Introduction (communication)… (link)
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– Results & Discussions –
The following information was drawn from a group exercise that took place in July 2019. We
took five recent papers (both communications & full articles) from different journals and
individually voted on whether we liked each “results & discussion” section, commenting on
what we liked or didn’t like about them. We also analyzed the language/phrases that were
common among most “results & discussions.” Then we came to a consensus on what makes a
good “results & discussion” and what to avoid.

Good Results & Discussions…
●
●

●
●
●
●

Tell a story from start to finish, bringing the reader through the project with multiple
guideposts that recap what was learned and inform on what is coming next.
Consistent paragraph structures:
○ Rationale for why the upcoming experiments were done (1–3 sentences).
○ Description of key results (3–5 sentences).
○ Rationalization of the results (1–3 sentences)
○ Implications of the results. What does this mean for your work and the field?
(1–3 sentences)
Abbreviations with meaning - for example NBE for norbornene as opposed to M1.
Figures should tell the story without text. Use of color, cartoons, and schemes to help
guide data interpretation were all highly valued. See here for a really good example.
Transitional phrases were really helpful. “We hypothesized” “We anticipated” “To
understand” “When then rationalized that”
Used sub-section headings to help guide the reader on how the parts connect together.

Bad Introductions…
●
●
●
●
●

Have disparate sections that seem unrelated without transitional phrases or
sub-section headings between them.
Descriptions of results without a clear understanding of why the experiments were
done.
Descriptions of results without their implications.
Contain too many abbreviations and acronyms. It breaks up the flow of sentences and
makes the reader work harder to understand/comprehend the experiments.
Talk extensively about figures located in the SI.

Example of a Good Results & Discussion… (link)
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– Conclusions –
The following information was drawn from a group exercise that took place in June 2019. We
took a recent issue of ACS Macro Lett and individually voted on whether we liked each
conclusion, commenting on what we liked or didn’t like about them. We also looked for
comment sections/structures among the ones we liked. Then we came to a consensus on what
makes a good conclusion, and what to avoid.

Good Conclusions…
●

●
●

have these basic sections
○ a brief summary of what they did (1-2 sentences)
○ a brief summary of the key results (note: for full articles, we definitely liked
having this section, whereas we were more split on whether communications
needed to have a results summary)
○ an explicit discussion of the implications of the work (1-3 sentences)
shorter sentences with simple words/terms were best
define all terms (even if defined in the paper b/c some people read the conclusion
after the abstract)

Bad Conclusions…
●
●
●
●
●

re-hash their discussion of the key results
contain too many useful words (e.g., versatile, excellent, etc)
contain numerical data/results
rely on acronyms
reference figures or SI
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ChemDraw Guidelines
After opening ChemDraw, go to File and then Apply Document Settings from and choose ACS
Document 1996. Proceed to draw your structures and reaction schemes. (There are a lot of
great tutorials here and here on the web for learning and mastering ChemDraw. There is also
a comprehensive 300+ page user guide and list of shortcuts)
Pay attention to the little details, like centering text over arrows, aligning and distributing
the structures in a reaction, using the same sized arrows in a single scheme and paper. Use a
circle as a scaffold to create a mechanistic cycle and guide arrow placement, etc. Color can
be a really useful tool. Iron is a good color for the main structures, then use midnight and
cayenne to highlight parts of structures. (Note: These colors refer to choices on Macs, which
you should be using for all paper figures.) Avoid greens and yellows. Do not switch between
CH3 and Me in a figure or set of figures. Make sure square planar complexes are actually
square planar and that the substituents are aligned (vertically/horizontally) on any metal
catalyst.
When you are ready to “move” your structures into another document, first select all. Then
go to Object and choose Object Settings. Change the “bold width” to 0.03 and the “line
width” to 0.015. Then save your file as both a .cdx and .png. Do not do any re-scaling or
sizing in ChemDraw.
Open the png file in Adobe Photoshop. Then go to Image and choose Image Size. Use a
calculator to determine the new width and height (in inches or cm) by multiplying the original
values by some %. The smallest you should re-size a ChemDraw image is 65% (usually what I
prefer for papers and grants). Most importantly, once you pick a re-size value, stick with it for
all images within a single paper. Note that for single column figures, the max size is 3.3 cm
and for double-column figures, the max size is 6.5 cm.
In some cases, you may want to enhance your image in Adobe Illustrator. Open and modify
the original png file (before re-sizing). Illustrator enables you to add more diverse shapes (1D,
2D, 3D)/colors and you can even map your chemical structures onto 3D images.
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Plot/Figure/Equation/Scheme/Chart/Tabl
e Guidelines
Plots
All plots should be created in Prism or SigmaPlot. The plot size should be square; I
recommend setting the plot dimensions to 3.0 x 3.0 inches. Almost all plot axes should start
at 0,0 unless it really doesn’t make sense to do so (e.g., with retention volume in GPC). The
axis labels should be simple, and contain the units in parentheses. Also, do not capitalize the
axis labels. The data on the plot should be clear/readable and labeled so that the take-home
message is easily interpreted. Please do not use “legends” or figure captions. Do not give the
plot a title either. The plot itself should be self-explanatory. Use color sparingly; use
grayscale and dashed lines as a starting point.
Please follow the follow guidelines for plot formatting:
Plot dimensions: 3.0 x 3.0
Axis and Tick Sizes: 3 pt (only use major ticks)
Axis Font: 16 Arial Bold

Figures
First and foremost, figures have processed data (plots, spectra, etc). Sometimes chemical
structures and/or reactions can be added to supplement the data, but a figure must have
some data! In general, stick to one column figures (width 3.3 cm) unless there is a really
strong justification for using the two column width (6.5 cm). Note that two plots can fit
side-by-side into a single column figure without appearing too small. Figure captions should
be concise and contain essential experimental information!
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Equations
Equations usually contain either mathematical relationships or a single chemical
transformation. Number them sequentially in the manuscript (hint: place the # in the
chemdraw version to keep the sizing the same). Equations do not contain titles or captions.
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Schemes
A scheme is a series of equations that make more sense when grouped together. A good rule
of thumb is that if it has more than one reaction arrow, it is likely better represented as a
scheme. Schemes require titles which are generally placed above the chem draw (though be
sure to check the journal requirements). The title should briefly describe the main
conclusions of the scheme.

Charts
A chart is a collection of structures, sometimes with data associated with them. Chart titles
are generally placed above the data and briefly describe the major findings.
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Tables
I generally avoid tables unless absolutely necessary. Tables are most useful when you run a
series of reactions with varying conditions or substrates. Before making a table, consider
whether a chart might be a better method of presenting the data.
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Supporting Information Guidelines
Philosophy
This document is incredibly important and one that should replicate the results you obtained
as depicted exactly in your lab notebook. Every section of SI should be associated with a
searchable experiment number from your notebook and data files. Original electronic copies
of the 1 H and 13
 C NMR spectra, as well as the HRMS results, elemental results, rate profiles,
GPC data, etc should be uploaded to the group server. Your SI must conform to the above
criteria or you will be asked to re-run the experiment again prior to submission.

General Guidelines
Open the SI group template and follow the instructions/guidelines.
●

For the table of contents: You should list both the section titles as well as their
starting page #. The section titles should be informative but not too lengthy. The
order of sections should follow the order in which the data appears in the paper.

●

The first section is “materials and supplies” and should list the source of reagents and
compounds, whether and how they were purified before use.
Sample Materials Section 1:

Sample Materials Section 2:
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●

The second section is the “general experimental” and should give specific information
about the types of equipment used, and if appropriate, how the data was analyzed.
Sample General Experimental Section:

●

The third section is dedicated to “syntheses” of all materials generated during the
course of the work. It should be self-contained, meaning that if you had to make it for
this paper because it was not commercially available, then its synthesis should appear
here...even if we (or someone else) previously published a synthetic procedure for it.
Undoubtedly, you did it a little differently, and the SI should represent your individual
work and should match the referenced notebook page exactly! In addition, you should
list either the elemental analysis results OR high res mass spec results which support
the identity of the compound.

Sample Organic Experimental Procedure:
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Sample Organometallics Experimental Procedure:

Sample Polymerization Experimental Procedure:
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●

The fourth section is dedicated to the “characterization” (e.g., 1 H, 13
 C, 19
 F NMR
spectra) of the compounds found in the synthesis section. The figures should all have
the same x-axis scaling (e.g., 0–8 ppm for all 1 H NMR spectra). Be sure to check the
journal if any particular guidelines are required for submission. I recommend making a
template of just the axes and then pasting the spectra (without axes) into the
template for consistency. Each figure should also have chemical structure and
structure number. If the peak splitting is hard to see, then insets should be created as
well. The figure caption should list the peak positions to 2 decimals (both 1 H and 13
 C),
coupling constants (italicize the J), and the number of protons (based on the
integration).
Sample 1H and 13C NMR spectra:
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●

From here, the list of sections should follow the order in which the data appears in the
manuscript.

Common General Formatting Mistakes/Reminders
1. Margins need to be justified.
2. A regular hyphen (-) is used to separate elements of a compound word (i.e.
“water-soluble”).
3. The en-dash (–) ([option][-] on a Mac) is used for things like named reactions
(“Diels–Alder”), number ranges (“1–13”), bonds (“C–O bond formation”), or negative
temperatures (i.e. –35 ºC, not -35 ºC)
4. Degree signs (º) should be written using [option 8 on a Mac] not using a superscript o.
5. There should be a space between the numbers of a temperature and the degree sign (i.e.
“55 ºC”, not “55º C”).
6. Abbreviations: h not hours; min not minutes; d not days; s not seconds.
7. Check all elemental formulas and mass spec formulas for errors/typos.
8. Using fewer words is preferred (e.g. “synthesizing not the synthesis of”).
9. Use proper and consistent nomenclature for compounds.
10. HRMS [M + H] versus [M + H+]. Make sure that your molecular formula corresponds to the
peak that you’re reporting. For example, if a proton (H+), sodium cation (Na+), etc. is
present in your peak, it should also be in your molecular formula.
11. Compounds, schemes, and tables should be numbered sequentially.
12. Amounts of reagents, solvents, etc. are set aside parenthetically. For example, “The
solution was washed with brine (3 x 50 mL),” not “The solution was washed three times
with 50 mL of brine.”
13. “That”
 and “which” are not interchangeable! If removing the words that follow would
change the meaning of the sentence, use “that”. Otherwise, “which” is fine.
14. “Et al.” and “and coworkers” are not interchangeable. Smith, Leone, and McNeil* would
be “Smith et al.”
 or “McNeil and coworkers.”
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